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the phoenix 4 rc flight simulator also contains a number of aircrafts and helicopters. there is no shortage of aircraft to choose from in phoenix rc. as an airplane pilot i am particularly fond of the excellent look and feel of the cessna 172, cessna 150 and the piper archer. all the aircrafts have a nice amount of detail and realism and have the ability to taxi around
the airport. you can control their throttle, control surfaces and even look inside. aircrafts can be landed in the sand, grass and snow. you can even land on a moving vehicle. you can also dive bomb the aircraft and there is a very realistic explosion when you do. you can even use your mouse to control the aircraft and even fly in formation. i could not find any
flying site that i disliked and this is not a criticism. the scenery in phoenix rc is just great. you can fly over fields, forests, mountains, golf courses, lakes, and even a deserted beach. there is even a desert scene. the lighting and the weather are excellent and the menus are a breeze to navigate. the gui is intuitive and easy to use. the artificial horizon is a nice

touch. i find that the phoenix rc flight simulator has everything you need for a great flying experience. i have played the phoenix rc flight simulator for many hours and have never had a crash. all in all i would highly recommend this product to anyone who wants a realistic flight simulator. if you can afford it this is the only product that you should purchase. if you
dont own a computer that can run phoenix rc flight simulator then the only way to be able to experience this game is to purchase it. it can be purchased in both cd and download versions. the cd version is only available on windows platforms. the windows version is available in all popular languages.
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